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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I.

INTRODUCTION

Hlíðarfjall currently serves as a day use ski area, providing a limited recreation
offering for a broad range of guests: from Akureyri skiers to families from
the local area, or from the Reykjavik area and other parts of Iceland. There is
a potential of extending the length of stay for destination guests, as well as
expanding the resort’s market draw to guests from outside of Iceland. There is
also potential for offering summer activities at the resort, capturing the summer
tourism visitation that travels to the region by car, plane, and cruise ship.
Expanding both visitation and activity at the resort beyond the winter months
would transform Hlíðarfjall from a city park to a mountain destination.
To accommodate an expanded group of winter users, Hlíðarfjall must strive to
provide opportunities for all guests – beginners and experts, young and old.
To accommodate a new group of summer visitors to the resort, Hlíðarfjall
must again strive to provide opportunities for all guests. Providing both active
(biking, hiking) and passive (scenic lift rides, dining) recreation activities at
the resort broadens the overall appeal in the marketplace, and increases the
utilization of the resort’s facilities. Additional overnight lodging both at the
resort and in the town of Akureyri would also be required to accommodate
this increased visitation.
Hlíðarfjall’s current inability to provide a variety of recreation offerings to their
guests will be significantly resolved through the projects included in this Master
Plan. The Master Plan articulates Hlíðarfjall’s vision for resort development,
and provides a “roadmap” for successful development of the resort facilities.
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II.

OPPORTUNITIES

Hlíðarfjall is currently a day use ski area. Annual visitation for the 2008-2009
season was approximately 70,000 guests. There are a number of opportunities
to increase summer and winter visitation to the area, specifically through
overnight or “destination” visitation, by both Icelanders and international
guests.
Achieving additional destination visitation to the ski area will provide increased
revenue generating opportunities for the resort operation. It will also increase
visitation to Akureyri. As a destination resort, Hlíðarfjall and the town of Akureyri
will cater to a significant vacation market, offering services and amenities
that vacationers expect. The employment, housing, and community services
for both visitors and full-time or second-home residents will encourage the
development of a vital and balanced community.
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A.

INCREASE REGIONAL WINTER VISITATION

Even though Hlíðarfjall is currently a day use ski area, it sees significant
visitation from Reykjavik area residents as well as from guests traveling from
other parts of Iceland. At this time there are limited accommodations in the
town of Akureyri and none at the ski area, which limits the number of guests
who will drive up to ski for the weekend. More Reykjavik area residents and
guests from other parts of Iceland would be inclined to visit Hlíðarfjall if there
were more beds available at the mountain and in Akureyri.
Current winter visitation from Reykjavik area/other Iceland residents
(65% of total visitation) = 45,000
Potential winter visitation to Hlíðarfjall from Reykjavik area/other Iceland
residents (assume a 65% increase due to overnight visits) = 70,000

B.

INCREASE INTERNATIONAL WINTER VISITATION

When direct air service between Akureyri and the UK and Denmark is extended
into the winter months, Hlíðarfjall will have the opportunity to attract destination
guests from these countries as well as from southern Sweden. In concert
with increased visits and length of stay from Reykjavik area/Iceland skiers,
these additional international guests will have a significant impact on visitation
at Hlíðarfjall. In addition, destination guests are an attractive segment of the
potential market because destination guests typically procure more services
and amenities at a resort such as lodging, ski rentals, meals, and other
services.
Current skiers in UK and Denmark/southern Sweden =
1,000,000 and 500,000
Potential winter visitation to Hlíðarfjall from UK and Denmark/southern
Sweden (assume 1% capture for 4 day visit) = 60,000
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C.

INCREASE SUMMER VISITATION

In addition to visitation by car and airline travel, Akureyri also receives 60
cruise ships every summer. These 65,000 passengers and 15,000 staff add
significantly to the potential for summer visitation to Hlíðarfjall. Hlíðarfjall could
offer a unique “mountain” experience by offering lift access to the top of the
mountain, providing a vantage that many visitors may never have seen before.
This would be an ideal “excursion” for cruise line passengers, as well as for
other visitors to the Akureyri region.
Cruise ship visitation to Akureyri (passengers and crew) =
65,000 + 15,000 = 80,000
Potential summer visitation to Hlíðarfjall from cruise ships
(assume 25% capture) = 20,000
Existing summer visitation to Akureyri region = 250,000
Potential summer visitation to Hlíðarfjall from regional visitors
(assume 20% capture) = 50,000
Total summer visitation to Hlíðarfjall = 70,000

D.

ANNUAL VISITATION PROJECTIONS

Existing winter visitation to Hlíðarfjall is approximately 70,000 skiers.
Considering the potential for additional guests from Akureyri, Reykjavik area/
Iceland, Denmark/southern Sweden and the UK, this annual winter visitation
may be increased to 165,000.
Day skiers from Akureyri = 35,000
Potential winter visitation from Reykjavik area/Iceland = 70,000
Potential winter visitation from UK/Denmark/southern Sweden = 60,000
Total potential winter visitation = 165,000
Additional summer visitation, from cruise ships and regional visitation would
result in an additional 70,000 guests visiting Hlíðarfjall every summer.
Potential summer visitation from cruise ships = 20,000
Potential summer visitation from regional visitors = 50,000
Total potential summer visitation = 70,000
TOTAL POTENTIAL ANNUAL VISITATION = 235,000
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III. STRATEGY
In order to accommodate the increased visitation presented by the opportunities
outlined above, Hlíðarfjall must transition from a day use ski area into a
destination resort area. The strategy for this transition addresses four main
components, all of which are addressed in this Master Plan.
1. Mountain
2. Guest Services
3. Resort Accommodations
4. Summer Business
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A.

MOUNTAIN

As a destination resort, the mountain must be able to attract and satisfy guests
for more than one day.
• Offer a variety of terrain for all ability level skiers.
• Match the distribution of terrain by ability level with market demand.
• Access terrain with a modern lift system.
• Increase the capacity of the mountain to meet additional
visitation projections.
 Existing annual visitation = 70,000 skiers
◦ Existing mountain capacity =
1,550 skiers per day
◦ Length of season (2009-2010) =
150 days
◦ Ski area utilization = 30%
◦ 1,550 x 150 x 30% = 70,000 skiers
 Potential annual visitation = 165,000 skiers
◦ Assuming an average length of season of 125 days and an
improved ski area utilization of approximately 40%, mountain
capacity would have to increase to 3,250 skiers per day.
◦ 3,250 x 125 x 40% = 165,000 skiers
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B.

GUEST SERVICES

Guest service facilities –food and beverage, ski school, rentals– are relied on
more heavily by destination guests. Destination guests have typically traveled
to other international mountain resorts. A high quality of service is expected.
• Provide sufficient guest service facilities to accommodate the projected
daily visitation.
• Offer a variety of food service options and locations that add to the
experience of visiting the resort.
• Offer a high quality level of service.
• Improve guest services to maximize potential revenue yield per customer.

Scramble

Rental

Dining

Vail, Colorado
On Mountain Lodge

Copper, Colorado

Deer Valley, Utah

Kids Center

Alyeska, Alaska
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C.

RESORT ACCOMMODATIONS

Destination guests coming to Hlíðarfjall for more than one day will need
somewhere to stay. Accommodation may be in Akureyri, as well as up at the
mountain. International guests, those who travel longer distances to visit a
resort, prefer the convenience of staying in lodging at the mountain.
• Provide slopeside accommodations at the mountain. Skiing guests prefer
ski in/ski out lodging as it allows the convenience of direct access to the
ski slopes.
• Provide a variety of accommodations in response to market demand –
cabins, apartments, and hotels.

Hotel and Lodge

Lodge

Riksgransen, Sweden
Apartments
Timberline, Oregon
Cabin

Yellowstone Club, Montana
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D.

SUMMER BUSINESS

Additional summer visitation is needed to achieve a sustainable business
model.
• Introduce both active and passive recreation opportunities.
• Maximize multi-season use of facilities, and increase year-round staff
positions.
Festivals

Bungee

Hiking

Dining
Alpine Slide

Zip Lines
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IV. MASTER PLAN
This Master Plan will allow Hlíðarfjall to transition from a day-use to a regional
destination resort. The transition will cause Hlíðarfjall to be competitive in the
destination resort skier market, help retain existing guests, and attract new
visitors. The Master Plan will provide direction for the future development of
the ski resort which will:
• Increase multi-season visitation,
• Ensure a balance of facilities,
• Offer a variety of amenities,
• Provide an exceptional guest experience, and
• Create operational efficiencies.
The upgrading and expansion plan for Hlíðarfjall will create a fully-functional,
respectably-sized mountain resort. The expanded skiable terrain will increase
to about 500 hectares, which means Hlíðarfjall would be considered a
“large” ski resort by international standards. With a capacity of 3,250 skiers
per day, annual visitation at the resort could double following the proposed
improvements. The terrain will be well balanced to the lift network, and the
proposed lift layout is extremely efficient, with only three major lifts serving
100% of the available terrain. The terrain ability level distribution very closely
matches the skier market – a significant improvement over existing conditions.
The mountain expansion increases the extent of the mountain, creating terrain
that may attract and entertain skiers for multi-day visits. Additional off-piste
skiing beyond the resort boundaries yet accessible from the proposed gondola,
will add to the attractiveness of the resort. The expanded size and scale
of Hlíðarfjall will make it a desirable choice in the competitive international
destination market.
Lift upgrades, terrain expansions, and improvements to guest services, will
allow Hlíðarfjall to evolve from a local ski area into an attractive, four-season,
regional destination.
The primary mountain attraction is a top to bottom lift, starting in the base
area and extending to the peak of Hliđarskál. This lift would be used for both
accessing ski terrain in the Hliđarskál area as well as providing a scenic lift
ride to the top of the mountain. Visitors to the region, arriving by car, plane or
cruise ship, will be able to ride this lift and experience the unique mountain
environment and tremendous views. They may extend their visit and partake in
the variety of on-mountain recreation, and enjoy a meal at the top-of-mountain
café or the base area restaurants. This lift could be a gondola, aerial tramway,
funicular or funitel. For the purposes of this Master Plan we are assuming this
lift is a gondola, as this is the most common and often the most cost-effective
technology for such a lift application.
SEPTEMBER 2009
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Upgrading and expansion of guest services will improve the quality of experience for both day and destination
guests. Overnight accommodations within the base area will allow guests to extend their stay at the resort,
whether to spend more time skiing the mountain in the winter or exploring the region in the summer. Iceland
is a country that many desire to visit and explore; as a destination resort, Hlíðarfjall will be positioned to
attract and entertain such visitors. The following summarizes the specifications of the Master Plan.

F

A
B

G

C
D

E

Proposed Mountain Plan
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There are a number of improvements, which include:
•
•
•
•

Mountain (lift upgrades and installations, trail improvements, expanded skiing terrain, and expanded
snowmaking coverage),
Guest services (increases and improvements to facilities and parking),
Resort accommodations, and
Summer business.
KEY

A

Gondola

B

Detachable Quad

C

Platter

D

Nordic Trails

E

Base Lodge

F

Top of Mountain
Restaurant

G

Strýta

H

Accommodations

I

Parking

D
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A.

MOUNTAIN

Improvements to the mountain facilities have been proposed to address four
basic goals:
1. Offer a greater expanse of terrain for all ability level skiers, thus creating
enough variety of terrain to attract destination skiers.
2. Match the distribution of terrain by ability level
with market demand.
3. Modernize the lift system to meet the
expectations of destination skiers.
4. Increase the capacity of the mountain to meet
additional visitation projections.
In combination, the proposed mountain improvements
will cause Hlíðarfjall to transition from a ski area that
attracts only local skiers to a regional destination that
will maintain vacationing skiers’ interest for several
days at a time. This added quantity and variety of lifts
and terrain creates not only a “bigger” but also “better”
experience for the destination guest.
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Existing

Proposed

Total Uphill Hourly Lift Capacity
Highest Elevation (meters)
Lowest Elevation (meters)
Total Vertical Rise (meters)
Skiable Area – Total (ha)
Skiable Area – Formal Trail Network (ha)
Beginner Terrain (ha - %)
Easy Terrain (ha - %)
Medium Terrain (ha - %)
Difficult Terrain (ha - %)
Total Length of Ski Trails (km)
Longest Ski Trail (km)
Snowmaking Coverage (ha)
Snowmaking Coverage (km)
Daily Capacity (CCC - Skiers)
Beginner Terrain Capacity (actual - ideal)
Easy Terrain Capacity (actual - ideal)

6
0
0
1
5
5,750
955
475
480
200
61.7
5.0 - 8%
21.2 - 34%
31.2 - 51%
4.3 - 7%
14.9
2.3
18
4.0
1,550
15% - 20%
44% - 25%

9
1
1
1
6
9,350
1,226
471
755
500
113.5
8.4 - 7%
21.2 - 19%
53.0 - 47%
30.9 - 27%
28.1
4.5
39
9.2
3,250
16% - 20%
28% - 25%

Medium Terrain Capacity (actual - ideal)
Difficult Terrain Capacity (actual - ideal)
Average Skier/Trail Density (skiers/ha)

39% - 50%
2% - 5%
8

47% - 50%
9% - 5%
12

Total Number of Lifts
Gondolas
Detachable Chairlifts
Chairlifts
Surface Lifts
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1.

Ski Lifts

The existing six lifts will be augmented by three proposed lifts: one surface
platter lift (Lift G), one high-speed quad chairlift (Lift H), and one high-speed
gondola (Lift I).
• The highest lift-served elevation will increase to 1,226 meters (top of
Gondola lift), and the lowest lift terminal will be at 471 meters elevation
(base of Gondola lift). The total vertical rise of the lift-served ski network
will increase from 480 meters to 755 meters.
• The new platter lift (Lift G) will provide additional service to the base area
beginner terrain – the existing Hólabraut lift is currently over-crowded.
• The detachable quad chair (Lift H) will create a better balance between
uphill lift capacity and downhill terrain capacity in the upper bowl. It will
also provide more comfortable and efficient service to the upper bowl
terrain.
• It is assumed that the Stromplyfta T-Bar (Lift D) would be used only
for racing programs; it would not be open to the public unless the new
detachable quad chair were inoperable.
• The proposed Gondola (Lift I) will open up a significant amount of new
terrain in the Hliđarskál area and creates opportunities for summer lift
rides and summit activities.

High Speed Quad

Platter

Gondola

Quad Terminal
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2.

Ski Terrain

A total of 13 proposed runs will be added to the 25 ski runs and connector
trails that make up the formal ski terrain network at Hlíðarfjall. The total terrain
area of the upgraded trail network will increase to 113.5 hectares – an increase
of 51.8 hectares or 84%.
• In order to transition Hlíðarfjall from a ski area that attracts only local skiers
to a regional destination, it is critical to open new areas in Hliđarskál that
are separate from the existing terrain; this will make the resort feel much
larger and will cause the resort to maintain vacationing skiers’ interest for
several days at a time.
• Expanding ski terrain to the top of the mountain and into the Hliđarskál
area will provide increased variety, thus causing Hlíðarfjall to be more
desirable for vacationing and destination skiers.
• The proposed terrain upgrading program for Hlíðarfjall creates a distribution
of terrain that provides a near-perfect match to the skier market profile,
resulting in a significant improvement over existing conditions.
• The significant improvement to the ability level distribution of the terrain
offerings at Hlíðarfjall, combined with the extensive terrain expansion
will cause the ski resort to be attractive to a larger segment of the skier
market such that it will become a more viable option for destination skiers,
particularly those that are traveling as families or otherwise with a broad
range of skill levels within a group; this characteristic is what has caused
other destination resorts around the world to be most successful.

Advanced

Intermediate

Beginner
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3.

Daily Capacity (Comfortable Carrying Capacity)

The daily capacity of a resort is referred to as “Comfortable Carrying Capacity,”
or CCC. By definition, CCC is the optimum number of guests accommodated
by a mountain facility, on a daily basis, which affords a high-quality recreational
experience and helps ensure sound stewardship of the land, while operations
remain functional and optimal.
• CCC is a planning parameter that is used as the basis for designing a
balanced resort development. CCC is not a peak visitation number, but is
commonly equated to a resort’s tenth busiest day.
• The proposed CCC for Hlíðarfjall’s upgraded lift system has been calculated
to be 3,250 skiers per day, an increase of 1,700 over the existing CCC of
1,550 skiers per day.
• The Fjarkinn chairlift, proposed detachable quad chairlift and proposed
gondola lift share approximately equal portions of the majority of the
resort CCC – 2,640 skiers or 81% of the CCC.
• The design hourly capacity for the proposed detachable quad and gondola
have been limited to 1,800 and 1,200 persons per hour, respectively, to
maintain a CCC that is reasonable for Hlíðarfjall’s projected skier market
(both lifts could be designed with an hourly capacity of 2,400 persons per
hour).
• Under existing conditions, the average trail/skier density at Hlíðarfjall is
about 8 skiers per hectare. After the proposed upgrading program, trail/
skier density will increase to 12 skiers per hectare.
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4.

Snowmaking

Proposed upgrades to Hlíðarfjall’s snowmaking system include the following
expansions to the coverage area:
• Extend coverage on #10 – Norðurbakki and #11 – Strompur to the top
of the proposed detachable quad chairlift. This will add approximately 100
meters of vertical lift to the water pumping requirements of the snowmaking
system. The additional water output pressure requirement will cause the
need to modify the current pumping system. The original snowmaking
plan considered a future mid-mountain booster station (at Strýta).
• Add snowmaking coverage to a new run from the top of the proposed
detachable quad to its base.
• Add snowmaking coverage to a second run from the top of the Fjarkin
chairlift to its base.
• Provide snowmaking
coverage on the return
trail from the Hliđarskál
area.
These expansions will
increase Hlíðarfjall’s total
snowmaking
coverage
area from 18 hectares
to about 39 hectares,
an increase of 217%. In
addition to the booster
pump at Strýta, this
expansion will involve
the installation of new
pipes, power lines, and
snowmaking equipment.
A second storage pond,
located
approximately
130m south of the
proposed detachable quad
chair bottom terminal, will
provide additional storage
capacity
for
9,000
cu.m. of water. All other
infrastructure, including
the water source is already
in place.
Proposed Snowmaking Plan
SEPTEMBER 2009
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B.

GUEST SERVICES

Sufficient guest service space should be provided to accommodate the
upgrading and expansion mountain capacity of 3,250 guests per day. Guest
services would continue to be provided in the base area and on-mountain at
Strýta. A new facility at the top of the proposed gondola would provide an
additional option for on-mountain dining.
• Staging services that are required by arriving guests such as tickets,
lockers, rentals, retail, and ski school will be provided in the base area.
• Refreshment services that are required by guests
throughout their time at the resort such as food service
and rest rooms will be provided in the base area, as
well as on-mountain at Strýta and at the new facility at
the top of the gondola.

Scramble

• Operations and administrative services – ski patrol,
employee lockers and lounge and administrative
offices – will be provided in the base area. There will
also be a dispatch room for ski patrol in the new top of
gondola facility.
Bear Creek, Pennsylvania
• Future guest service needs for the base area facilities
(2,624 m2) far exceeds the existing Base Lodge space
(+/-825 m2 including space not currently used for guest services).
Additional space will need to be developed to accommodate this future
need.
• Parking must also be provided to accommodate the increased mountain
capacity. A total of approximately 1,300 spaces will be provided. Proposed
parking spaces could be significantly reduced with the initiation of a shuttle
service connection with the town, or with the gondola extension down to
the existing farmstead.

Service Function
Existing guest service space
Proposed guest service space
Existing restaurant seating
Proposed restaurant seating
Existing parking spaces
Proposed parking spaces

ES-22

Base Area

Strýta

Top of
Gondola

Total

701
2,624
156
815
531
1,324

136
136
50
73
0
0

0
570
0
303
0
0

737
3,330
206
1,192
531
1,324
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Scramble

Vail, Colorado
Kids Center

Aspen, Colorado
Check-In

Seating

Vail, Colorado
Rentals

Steamboat, Colorado
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1.

Base Area

There are two alternative concepts for providing guest services in the base
area, illustrating the alternative locations where services may be provided. The
types of services and amount of space remain the same in both concepts.
Base Area Option 1
• The majority of all guest services would be provided in a new Base Lodge
(Building A), located adjacent to the lower gondola terminal.
 Level 0 (service access and access from the lower parking areas)
– employee lockers and lounge, ski instructors lockers, ski patrol,
kitchen storage, rest rooms
 Level 1 (access from the drop off area and the snow) – tickets, lockers,
rentals, retail, ski school registration, children’s ski school space, rest
rooms
 Level 2 – restaurant seating, bar/lounge, kitchen/scramble, rest
rooms
• Additional food service space may be available in the lower levels of the
proposed lodging (Building B, C and E). A total of approximately 800 seats
would be available in the base area.
• As an alternative, children’s lesson program space may be located in the
lower levels of the proposed lodges (Building B or C) so that the lesson
programs may take advantage of the adjacent beginner terrain (Lift F –
Töfrateppi carpet).
• Approximately 1,300 parking spaces would be provided. The majority of
spaces are provided in four tiered parking lots located below (east) the new
base area facilities, with additional spaces provided adjacent to overnight
accommodations. The parking areas would be accessed by a re-aligned
access road. This re-alignment prevents pedestrians from having to cross
the access road to get to the new base lodge.
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Base Area Option 1

SEPTEMBER 2009
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Base Area Option 2
• The majority of all guest services would be provided in the three levels of
the existing Base Lodge, and in two levels of the adjacent proposed lodge
(Building B).
• The interior of the existing Base Lodge would be reconfigured to
accommodate the required guest service space.
 Level 0 – (basement) ski school lockers, employee lockers and lounge,
rest rooms
 Level 1 – ski school registration, children’s ski school space
 Level 2 – administration
• Building B would provide all remaining guest services
 Level 1 (including the existing maintenance building) – tickets, lockers,
rentals, retail, ski patrol, rest rooms
 Level 2 – restaurant seating, bar, kitchen/scramble, rest rooms
• Additional food service space may be provided in the lower levels of the
proposed lodging (Building D). A total of approximately 800 seats would
be available in the base area.
• Approximately 1,300 parking spaces would be provided. The majority of
spaces are provided in four tiered parking lots located below (southeast)
the base area facilities, with additional spaces provided adjacent to
overnight accommodations. The parking areas would be accessed by the
existing access road.
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Base Area Option 2
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2.

On-mountain

• Strýta will continue to serve as a mid-mountain restaurant (73 seats).
• A top-of-mountain restaurant will be integrated into, or immediately
adjacent to the top terminal of the gondola. This 300-seat restaurant will
provide a unique dining and special events venue for Hlíðarfjall.

Hlíðarfjall, Iceland

Grindlewald-Wengen,
Switzerland

Hlíðarfjall, Iceland

Beaver Creek, Colorado

Alyeska, Alaska
ES-28
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C.

RESORT ACCOMMODATIONS

There are two alternative concepts for providing resort accommodations in the
base area. A variety of lodging unit types is proposed, to respond to market
preferences. All lodging alternatives take advantage of mountain and valley
views, and provide convenient access to both the alpine and Nordic skiing
facilities.
In addition to the base area development, there is potential for extending the
gondola to a lower area that may provide additional accommodations in the
future. This future development area may also provide additional parking,
allowing guests a more convenient alternative to driving up the access road to
the base area.

Option 1
Option 2

Inn
(small
hotel)
20
0

Hotel
100
100

NUMBER OF UNITS
Flats
(small
Apartments
apartments)
40
28
20
0

Apartments

TOTALS
Cabins

Units

Beds

0
26

188
146

704
528

Hotel

Jackson Hole, Wyoming
Cabin

Yellow Stone Club, Montana
SEPTEMBER 2009
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1.

Base Area Accommodations – Option 1

• Building B, the existing Base Lodge, would be converted back to its original
use as a small slopeside hotel. There would be 20 rooms in this hotel.
• Building C would contain small apartments providing slopeside
accommodations on two levels. There would be 20 apartments in this
building.
• Building D would also contain small apartments providing slopeside
accommodations on two levels. There would be 20 small apartments in
this building.
• Building E would be a hotel. There would be 100 rooms on three levels.
Underground parking would be provided (Level 0).
• Two apartment areas (28 apartments total, with 4 apartments per building),
located between the alpine and Nordic facilities, would provide additional
accommodations.
Base Area Concept: Option 1 – Summary
Building

A

Description

Level

Base Lodge

0
1
2

Function/Units
GUEST SERVICES
guest service
guest service
guest service

Total - Guest Services

B

Inn (small
hotel)
Skidahotel

C

0
1
2

D

1
2
1
2

20
10
10

0
1
2
3

20
parking
20
40
40

subtotal

E

Hotel

subtotal
F
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Apartments

ACCOMMODATIONS
common space
10
10
20
10
10

subtotal
Flats (small
apartments)

Beds/Unit

Beds

2
2

20
20

6
6

40
60
60

6
6

120
60
60

1,060
1,060
1,060
3,180

subtotal
Flats (small
apartments)

Unit Size (m2)

0
20
20
65
65
65
65

120
30
30
30

2
2
2

100

40
80
80
200

28

80

subtotal

28

80

Total - Accommodations

188

8

224
224
704
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Long Range Plan

Base Area Option 1
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2.

Base Area Accommodations – Option 2

• Building C would contain small apartments providing slopeside
accommodations on two levels. There would be 20 small apartments in
this building.
• Building D would be a hotel. There would be 100 units on three levels.
Underground parking would be provided.
• Two cabin areas (26 cabins total), located between the alpine and Nordic
facilities, would provide additional accommodations.
Base Area Concept: Option 2 – Summary
Building

A

Description

Base Lodge

Level
0
1
2

Function/Units
GUEST SERVICES
guest service
guest service
guest service

subtotal
B

Base Lodge

guest service

1,054

2

guest service

1,054

D

subtotal
E

ES-32

Cabins

6
6

60
60

2,108
2,822
1
2

subtotal

Hotel

Beds

238
238
238

1

Total Guest Services

C

Beds/Unit

714

subtotal

Flats (small
apartments)

Unit Size (m2)

0
1
2
3

ACCOMMODATIONS
10
10
20
parking
20
40
40

65
65

120
30
30
30

2
2
2

100

40
80
80
200

26

80

subtotal

26

80

Total - Accommodations

146

8

208
208
528
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Long Range Plan

Base Area Option 2
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D.

SUMMER BUSINESS

There is significant summer visitation to Akureyri, arriving by car, plane and cruise ship. The surrounding
region is a popular tourist destination for Iceland residents as well as for international visitors. Hlíðarfjall
can both benefit from this year-round visitation, as well as provide attractions that increase the appeal for
visits to the area. Providing other attractions and amenities at the resort broadens the overall appeal in the
marketplace, and increases the utilization of the resort’s facilities.
There are a number of different types of active (i.e., hiking, biking) and passive (i.e., dining, educational
classes, conferences) recreation activities and amenities that may be offered at Hlíðarfjall, utilizing the
mountain terrain as well as the base area lands and guest service facilities. The proposed gondola provides
significant opportunities as a year-round attraction at Hlíðarfjall. Many visitors to the region would be attracted
to the resort because of the opportunity to ride the gondola to the top of the mountain. Once at the resort,
these visitors are a “captive audience,” and are more likely to participate in other activities.
In addition to summer attractions and amenities, many of which may also be operated through the winter
months, there are also a number of alternative winter attractions that complement the alpine and Nordic
skiing currently available at the resort. These additional winter attractions broaden the appeal for visitors by
providing “something for everyone.”
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On-mountain
• Scenic gondola rides to the top of the mountain – universal and year-round access to scenic vistas,
particularly for the elderly and physically challenged, as well as families with small children.
• Top of the mountain restaurant (adjacent to the gondola top station) – unique dining and special events
venue.
• Top of the mountain guided interpretive hikes of the fragile mountain terrain. This tour could be incorporated
into educational programs focused on nature, art or science.
• Top of the mountain cross country skiing. A small loop allowing the unique experience of cross country
skiing at the top of the mountain in the summer (until mid-July).
• Hang-gliding and para-sailing from the top of the gondola.
• Trail-based recreation opportunities: hiking, mountain biking, four-wheeler riding and horseback riding.
• Alpine slides, mountain coasters, and zip-lines in the summer, and tubing or sledding in the winter (lower
mountain terrain).
• Deval carts, Zorbs, mountain boards, and other mountain-oriented “gravity” activities (lower mountain
terrain).
• Artificial snow surfaces could allow for summer tubing and even skiing.
• Early summer cross country skiing is available on the existing Nordic trails.
• Winter snow machine tours may be staged from the top-of-mountain location.
• Winter snow tubing is a popular “low skill” alternative to skiing, and provides fun for the entire family.
Hang Gliding

Deval Cart
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Mountain Biking

Zip Lines

Mountain Scooter

Mountain Coaster
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Base Area
•

The flatter terrain may be used for a number of events, such as concerts or arts & crafts
festivals.

•

The guest service facilities –rest rooms, food service, and parking– that are designed
to accommodate a significant number of guests make Hlíðarfjall a great venue for such
events.

•

In the summer months the Base Lodge could serve as the staging area for the different
activities available at the resort.

•

The Base Lodge could be the venue for educational classes and conferences.

•

Summer camps could use the indoor space of the Base Lodge during inclement weather.

•

The Base Lodge restaurant could be the venue for special events such as weddings
(spectacular and unique views).

Climbing Wall

Kids Camp
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Festivals

Outdoor Dining
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V.

CONCLUSION

A.

EXISTING CONDITION

Hlíðarfjall currently serves as a day use ski area, providing a limited recreation
offering for a broad range of guests: from Akureyri skiers to families from the
local area, or from the Reykjavik area and other parts of Iceland.

B.

OPPORTUNITY

There is a potential of extending the length of stay for Reykjavik area/Iceland
guests, as well as expanding the resort’s market draw to guests from outside
of Iceland. There is also potential for offering summer activities at the resort,
capturing the summer tourism visitation that travels to the region by car, plane,
and cruise ship.
Existing winter visitation to Hlíðarfjall is approximately 70,000 skiers.
Considering the potential for additional guests from Reykjavik area/Iceland,
Denmark/southern Sweden and the UK, this annual winter visitation may be
increased to 165,000.
Additional summer visitation, from cruise ships and regional visitation would
result in an additional 70,000 guests visiting Hlíðarfjall every summer.
Expanding both visitation and activity at the resort beyond the winter months
would transform Hlíðarfjall from a day use area to a destination resort.

C.

STRATEGY

In order to accommodate increased visitation, Hlíðarfjall must transition from
a day use ski area into a destination resort area. The strategy for this transition
addresses four main components:
• Mountain – As a destination resort, the mountain must be able to attract
and satisfy guests for more than one day.
• Guest Service – Guest service facilities –food and beverage, ski school,
rentals– are relied on more heavily by destination guests. Destination
guests have typically traveled to other international mountain resorts. A
high quality of service is expected.
• Resort Accommodations – Destination guests coming to Hlíðarfjall for
more than one day will need somewhere to stay. Accommodation may be
in Akureyri as well as up at the mountain.
• Summer Business – Additional summer visitation is needed to achieve a
sustainable business model.

SEPTEMBER 2009
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MASTER PLAN

The Master Plan will provide direction for the future development of the ski resort which will:
• Increase multi-season visitation,
• Ensure a balance of facilities,
• Offer a variety of amenities,
• Provide an exceptional guest experience, and
• Create operational efficiencies.
This Master Plan will allow Hlíðarfjall to transition from a day-use to a regional destination resort.
The transition will cause Hlíðarfjall to be competitive in the destination resort skier market, help
retain existing guests, and attract new visitors.
Mountain
• The expanded skiable terrain will increase to about 500 hectares, a “large” ski resort by
international standards. This added quantity and variety of terrain creates not only a “bigger”
but also “better” experience for the destination guest.
• The resort will be able to support a daily capacity of 3,250 skiers per day, more than twice
its current capacity.
• The terrain will be well balanced to the lift network, and the proposed lift layout is extremely
efficient, with only three major lifts serving 100% of the available terrain.
• The terrain ability level distribution very closely matches the skier market – a significant
improvement over existing conditions.
• Lift upgrades include an 8-person gondola, a new detachable quad chairlift, and an additional
novice platter lift.

From City Park
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Guest Services
• Upgrading and expansion of guest services will improve the quality of experience for both
day and destination guests.
Resort Accommodations
• Overnight accommodations within the base area will allow guests to extend their stay at the
resort, whether to spend more time skiing the mountain in the winter or exploring the region
in the summer.
Summer Business
• Visitors to the region, arriving by car, plane or cruise ship, will be able to ride the gondola and
experience the unique mountain environment and tremendous views.
• Providing both active (biking, hiking) and passive (scenic lift rides, dining) recreation activities
at the resort broadens the overall appeal in the marketplace, and increases the utilization of
the resort’s facilities.
Phasing
Components of the plan may be phased in over time. For example, the first phase of mountain
improvements may include the new gondola or the high speed detachable chairlift, with the
related terrain expansion and improvements beginning in the first phase and continuing through
subsequent phases. Similarly, the gondola terminal may be built as part of Phase One, with the
adjacent base lodge and guest services being built in later phases. Accommodations may also
be built in a series of phases, depending on market demand and the availability of interested
lodging operators. Furthermore, the types of accommodations proposed in this plan may be
adjusted to respond to customer preferences. For example, the cabin area could be a mix of
cabins and apartments rather than one or the other.
Hlíðarfjall’s current capability to provide a limited recreation offering to their guests will be
significantly enhanced through the implementation of the projects included in this Master Plan.

to Mountain Destination.
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